
• Robust performance and reducon in 
    data footprint
• Greater accuracy idenfying trends, 
    issues and future storage capacity 
    requirements
• Reducons in storage footprint, power, 
    and     and cooling requirements
• Expanded storage capacity to offer 
    addional services
• Significant operang cost reducon for 
    data storage

“When we deployed our last storage system the vendor quoted us speeds and 
capacity we were never able to achieve in our live environment. With the VTIER 
S50, we were told we would get certain performance benchmarks and storage 
savings and we are now actually seeing these results. With VTIER, we actually 
have the granular visibility so we no longer have to speculate about storage 
performance”  

• VTIER Systems S50 storage array
• VTIER Data Lifecycle Management 
    (DLM) soware

• Lack of Data Lifecycle Management 
    (DLM) support from incumbent 
    vendor
• Compression provision unable to 
    sustain agency’s Service Level 
    Agreements for storage 
    i    infrastructure
• High cost of expanding current 
    technology
• Space availability for meeng new 
    requirements

With a budget over $31 Billion supporng more than 50,000 compe ve grants to more 
than 300,000 researchers around the world, NIH has massive data storage management 
requirements. VTIER was able to solve one of NIH’s current challenges by delivering 1 
Petabyte of dynamic storage space in a mere 4U rack configuraon.  
The small footprint for this soluon plus the low cost of implementaon provided huge 
savings to NIH.  VTIER storage OS, with true scale-out architecture for block and object 
sstorage, dynamically analyzes the data moving it across different ers based on the usage.  
Rarely used data ends up in a compressed archive er resulng in as much as 75% storage 
savings.  

The VTIER soluon was provided under the NITAAC GWAC, CIO-CS contract.

A principal storage architect, responsible for managing one of the instute’s data storage
 challenges, had this goal: “My immediate requirement was find a way to store and protect 
100 terabytes of data, at a low up-front cost, which also provided a sustainable growth 
aarchitecture for rapidly occurring new requirements.” The instute had originally purchased 
a storage soluon from a leading enterprise storage vendor which was intended to provide 
the capacity and performance needed for economical growth.  They were using tradional 
storage at each site and replicang data between the sites.  As it turned out, this was an 
expensive architecture to expand which also risked performance degradaon as it grew. 

VTIER Helps Naonal Instutes of Health (NIH) to solve data 
storage challenges and meet SLA performance requirements

The Right Infrastructure Reduces Costs
The organizaon needed to find a storage soluon that would provide solid performance for 
end users, and meet HIPAA security requirements – all within a ght budget.  Consequently, 
when the storage contract came up for renewal, this instute decided to replace the current 
storage  with a new VTIER Systems S50 array, which could provide the high level of reliability 
and performance essenal to its mission as well as meet budget requirements.  
The storage architect saw the change as an opportunity to take advantage of the latest 
ddevelopments in storage technology, performance, and value. NIH also found that the 
VTIER Systems S50 series array they selected was easy to set up. Staff managed the 
deployment and began the migraon of client systems from the old SAN onto S50 the day 
the system arrived.
“This instute runs file servers, VMWARE and backups from SAN.  Many of the  applicaons 
are speed intensive and since we’ve moved to VTIER we’ve never  had a complaint that 
anything is going too slow” he reported.
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